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This year marks the 10th year that Her Interactive has been making Nancy Drew games. In just one decade, Nancy has starred in 17 games and become the best selling PC adventure series! From tracking down missing wills to solving suspicious deaths, Nancy has always braved the worst and given each case her best.

WIN THE COMPLETE NANCY DREW COLLECTION
To celebrate 10 years of great games, we’re going to give away the complete Nancy Drew PC series! Enter for a chance to win by correctly identifying the game in which each quote appears. Send in your answers to webmaster@herinteractive with the subject “ND Quotes” by January 31, 2008. We’ll randomly draw a winner from the correct answers on February 4, 2008 and announce it on our website.
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| 1. | "Yah, well I don't call this entertainment. It's worse than whatever stuff you cooked."
| 2. | "Nothing's the matter with me! I've come to my senses, that's all!"
| 3. | "Could you please pick me up from the airport tonight? It's flight 323. Oh, and bring a couple of ice packs. And some clean bandages."
| 4. | "Do you smoke?" "Uh, only when I'm on fire."
| 5. | "Don't let the turkeys get you down."
| 6. | "I am simply milking two goats with one bucket."
| 7. | "Yeah, the men in blue are everywhere. The whole town is freaking out!"
| 8. | "Ya know Frank, something tells me our advice will never win us any prizes."
| 9. | "Just don't vandalize the next house you stay in." "Especially if its ours."
| 10. | "Look, just send the oldest, moldiest, worst-smelling cheese you have to that address!"
| 11. | "Once I saw my Uncle Roger's toupee fly off during a wind storm! Talk about freaky!"
| 12. | "How does it feel to join the ranks with the modern day conquistador?"
| 13. | "Let's just say my idol turned out to have... dirty feet."
| 14. | "As you can tell, he was darn good at squirreling away JUNK."
| 15. | "Words, words, words! You will soon see I am a man of action!"
| 16. | "Va Va Voom - scandalous cuteness of course!"
| 17. | "When I'm rich, if I ever start getting that eccentric, kick me, okay?"
Our digital store is now LIVE! You can download games and strategy guides without waiting for shipping or leaving your house. This is also a great option if you need help immediately from the strategy guides or live outside of the US.

Check the 'Dare to Play' blog for more information about upcoming games and behind-the-scenes information. If you haven't played Legend of the Crystal Skull and The White Wolf of Icicle Creek yet, order online at www.HerInteractive.com or look for the games in all major retailers.
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